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Abstract
© 2016, ASERS Publishing House. All rights reserved.The relevance of the study is conditioned
by the development of institutional innovations of economic systems’ management. Selecting of
alternative institutional innovations is associated with the probability of suboptimal institutions’
introduction that blocks more effective options for economic development. The purpose of the
paper is to identify the institutional aspects of management of economic systems. The leading
approach is the institutional one that allows considering of the institutional aspects of economic
systems’  management  as  a  source  of  their  development  and  preconditions  of  activities’
organization focused on costs’ reducing connected with excessive government regulation of the
economy, and the formation of effective tools for interaction of federal executive bodies in the
implementation of functions. The paper presents the essential characteristics of the institutional
order, the institutional environment and institutional structure and establishes their relationship;
presents the institutions’ Russian experience of state orders’ placement and the organization of
the  institutional  environment;  reveals  the  significances  of  communitarian  values  in  the
development of  economic systems; offers the development of  institutional  structure of  the
service sector; clarifies the characteristics of the institutional aspects of economic systems’
management (multi-levelness, duality, fragmentariness). The paper submissions institutions are
often interdependent,  but the regularities of  creation and transformation of  institutions for
rational  (targeted)  and  evolutional  changes  and  time  intervals,  associated  with  them are
different.
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